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relations with wavelength for all the solutions are given in chapter six. The results 
obtained from these experiments are also discussed. All the measurements were 
carried out in the wavelength range 430 nm to 630 nm in steps of 2.5 nm. 
Because of the narrow interval between the measurements as compared to the 
total wavelength range it was possible to obtain smooth curves for all the solutions 
studied here. 

General conclusions are drawn based on the study and are presented in the 
last chapter. For all the solutions, there is a sharp increase in the value of 
attenuation coefficient above 580 nm. Attenuation coefficient is found to be 
influenced much by Na2S0. and MgCI2. But NaCI does not have much influence 
on the attenuation coefficient. Influence of the minor constituent of sea water is 
very small compared to that of Na2SO. and MgCI2. For all the solutions, the 
band at which the attenuation coefficient is minimum falls in the region 450-500 
nm. General conclusions and suggestions for further studies on the optical 
attenuation in sea water are also given as a result of the present studies. 

S.P.40. MADHUSOODANAN, K.N. - Photoacoustic 
Investigation of the Optical and Thermal Properties of 
Selected Amorphous Chalcogenide Semiconductors 
- 1989 - Dr. Jacob Philip. 

Amorphous semiconductors form an important class of materials from the point 
of view of fundamental condensed matter research as well as technological 
applications. It has become a frontier area of research during the past two 
decades. Since these materials, like other glassy solids, possess only short-range 
order , the theory developed for crystalline materials cannot be applied to them. 
Eventhough several models and theoretical formulations have appeared in literature, 
extensive studies- are still going on because a clear theoretical understanding 
of the physics of non-periodic or random systems is yet to be evolved . Several 
problems in this area still remain unsolved. 

Amorphous semiconductors find several applications in electronic and 
optoelectron ic devices such as solar cells, memory and switching elements , 
imaging technology etc. But the full potential of these materials for technological 
applications is yet to be completely explored for which a thorough understanding 
of their properties is essential. The preparation, characterisation and systematic 
study of the properties of amorphous semiconductors are very important in the 
light of the above facts. 

Our aim has been to investigate systematically the optical and thermal propert ies 
of selected bulk chalcogenide semiconducting glasses . We have concentrated 
our studies on A,vBvl and NBvl type binary chalcogenides where, A'Vis a group 
IV semiconductor atom such as Ge or Si, AV is a group V atom such as As 
and BV1is a chalcogen atom suc~ as Se or Te. We have used a relatively new 
technique viz., the photoacoustic (PA) technique for these investigations. The 
PA technique, which is based on the detection of acoust ic signals generated 
when a sample absorbs modulated light beam and relaxes non-radiatively has 
proved to be very effect ive in the study of optical and thermal properties of 
solids, liquids and gases . Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) is especially powerful 
in the study of highly absorbing and scattering materials where other conventional 
spectroscopic techniques often fail. The technique is very convenient to do 
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spectroscopy of amorphous semiconductors as these material s are highly light 
absorbing and are often in the powder torm. We have carried out a detailed 
and systematic investigation of the optical absorption and thermal transport 
properties and their composition and temperature dependences in a few selected 
A,vBvl and AVBvl chalcogenide glasses in the glass-forming range using the PA 
technique. 

One of the important advantages of compound amorphous semiconductors is 
that they can be prepared over a very wide composition range. Since the 
physical properties do change with composition, this provides composition 
dependent tunability of these properties which is helpful for the selection of 
desired materials for specific applications . Therefore the study of the composition 
dependent variation of the physical properties such as optical energy gap and 
thermal diffCJsivity are very important for these material s. A number of studies, 
ulOing different techniques , for determining composition dependence of various 
other physical properties , appeared in literature have provided a great deal of 
information about the short-range order , the glass -forming tendency of the solid, 
network stiffening etc . A large percentage of such investigations have been on 
materials prepared in the thin film form. But not much work has been done on 
the composition dependence of the energy gap and therma l diffusivity in bulk 
amorphous semiconductors. Temperature dependence of such parameters have 
not been reported at allan these materials. The samples have been prepared 
by the well established melt-quenching technique for bulk samples. A detailed 
account of the results of the work done by us as mentioned above is presented 
in the thesis which we are going to 'submit . In the following paragraphs we give 
a chapterwise description of the thesis in brief . 

The first chapter of the thesis , written in two parts, is an introductory one 
giving general introduction to the physics of amorphous semiconductors and to 
the principle and technique of photoacoustic spectroscopy. The first part viz , 
part-A is dev oted to a review of the status of amorphous semi-conductor research 
and part-B gives a review of photoacoustics and photoacoustic spectroscopy. 
Here emphasis is given to topics which are relevant to the work presented in 
the thesis. Preparation, classification and characterisation methods of different 
types of amorphous semiconductors are briefly reviewed . Some of the interesting 
properties and theoretical models of these mater ials are also outlined and 
discussed . The principle of the photoacoustic effect, its use as an analytical tool 
and its various applications are presented with special reference to the absorption 
spectroscopy of semiconducting samples in part B. The necessary theory of the 
PA effect is also briefly outlined in this first chapter . 

Chapter 2 is devoted to the description of instrumentation and the experimental 
set-up used in the work . The PA spectrometer used in our experiments consi sts 
of a 1 KW Xenon lamp , a source monochromator, light beam chopper, lock-in 
amplifier etc The PA cell which forms the most important part of the PA 
spectrometer has been fabricated in our laboratory A sensitive electret microphone 
is used to detect the generated acoustic signal. Two cells have heen fabricated, 
one is a small volume non-reasonant cell for room temperature measurements 
and the other is a Helmholtz resonator type cell for measurements at higher 
temperatures with which measurements can be made upto SOOK. The PA cells 
are so designed that different back ing materia ls can be used for the sample . 
Organisation of th PA spectrometer, design and calibration of the cells etc. , are 
described in detail in this chapter. 
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Chapter 3 deals with the optical absorpt ion studies on A,v,Bvll-x binary glassy 

systems using photoacoustic technique . The systems studied includ e several 
compositions in the glass-forming region of Ge.Te.; (0.15 < x < 0.28), Si.Te .; 
(0.10 < x < 028) and Ge,Se,., (0.10 < x ~m 0.38) glasses . The PA spectra, 
which is essentially the variation of PA amplitude with incident wavelength , give 
the optical absorption characteristics of the samples . These are reported for the 
above three systems. The variation of the optical energy gap , dete rmined from 
the PA spec tra, with the composition parameter x is presented for all the three 
systems. II is found that the energy gap increases with increase in the concentration 
of group IV element with a marked change in slope at x = 0.20. In Ge-Se 
system, in which measurements have been taken lor compositions with x upto 
0.38, the optical energy gap is found to have a peak value around the x = 

0.33 composition which is the stoichiometric composition for these systems. The 
observed behaviou r is explained on the basis of chemical bond ing and the 
change in short range order in the network. 

Another system of glass whose optical absorption characteristics we have 
investigated is the Se, _, system with 0.10 ~ x ~0.50 . This system belongs to 
the W' family of chalcogenide glasses. In chap ter 4 the PA spectra of these 
samples are presen ted and the results are discussed. The variation of the optical 
energy gap as a function of the composition parame ter x shows a minimum at 
x = OAO at which stoichiometric As2Se3 glass is formed . An explana tion for this 
behaviour is again given on the basis of the chemical bond ing between atoms 
in the network. Short-range order in the material changes with change in 
composition and this is explained on the basis of existing model s. 

The PA technique has proved to be a very effect ive method for determining 
the thermal transport propertie s of solid samples. We have deter mined the thermal 
diffusivity of Ge.Te.; SI,Te" and Ge.Se.; glasses belonging to the A,vBvl system 
as well as AS,Se, , and AS,Te,., glasses belong ing to the NBvl system by studying 
the variation of the PA ampl itUde with chopping frequen cy using samples of 
appropr iate thickness. The thermal diffuslvity is Ge.Te . Si,Te,., and Ge.Se«, 
glasses belonging to the A;vSvl system as well as AS,Se,., and As,Te,., glasses 
t '3longing to the N SV1 system by studying the variation of the PA amplitude with 
chopping frequency using samples of appropriate thickness. The thermal diffusivity 
is determined from the relation fel' = ec where I is the sample thickness and r, 
is the charac teristic frequency above which the sample is thermally thick . In 
chapter 5 the results of these measurements on the systems mentioned above 
are reported . The variation of the thermaldit tusivity as a funct ion of the composition 
parameter x gives evidence for the existence of ce rtain cr itical compositions in 
these systems. From the results obtained on the AVlBVl systems it has been 
possib le to estab lish the existence of stable structu res with minimum disorder 
at x = 0.20 compos ition. At this composition the thermal diffusivity and conseq uently 
thermal conduct ivity is round to have a threshold maximum value in all the 
systems stud ied. Also in Ge,Se,., system the thermal diffusivity shows a maximum 
value again at x = 033 where the stoichiomet ric GaSe, glass is formed . Also 
in AVBvl systems, In the composition range studied , ,the thermal diffusivity has 
got a threshold maximum value at x = OAO which corresponds to tne stoich iometric 
composition for these systems. 

In chapter 6 a theoretical exp lanation for the existence of critical .compositlons 
in chalcogenide glasses as evidenced by the results presented in the previous 
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chapter is given on the basis of constraints theory and the idea of rigidity 
percolat ion in random networks . According to Phillips' theory of non-equilibrium 
glass format ion, the glass-forming composition is optimized mechanically by 
equating the number of force-field constrains whcih are intact at the glass. 
transition temperature to the number of atomic degrees of freedom In the 
g lass-forming region the system contains both floppy and rigid regions . The 
thereshould behaviour in thermal conduction exhibited by A,vBv, and N BV' glasses 
is attributed to the mechan ical stiffning of the glass network at the critical 
compostions as a result of the thershonld percolation of rigidity. Considering the 
central bond-stretching and rotationally invariant bond-bending forces for a binary 
alloy system AxB,.x based on the ideas of rigidity percolation and effective 
medium theory, the critical average coordination number works out to be 2.4 
for a 3-dim ensional rendom network . This agrees well with our experimental 
observations which give evidence for the existence of critical comp osition at 
X = 0.4 for AVxBv" .x glasses. The value of the average coord ination number turns 
out to be exactl y 2.4 at these critical compo sitons for both the systems. 

In chapter 7 we present the results of the PA studies on A'\ BV',.x and A\ B'JI, x 
glasses at high temperatures using the high temperature PA cell with which 
measurements can be done upto» 500K. We have measured the variation of 
the PA signal amplitude and phase with temperature and their chopping frequency 
and wavelength dependence at various fixed temperatures. From these the 
temperature dependence of the optical absorption , optical energy gap and 
thermal diffusivity have been determined. The results obtained above, at and 
below the glass transition temp erature are presented in deta il for one representat ive 
from the A'". BVI,.x family viz., Gex SE,.x system and for one representative from 
the N xBvl,._x family viz., AsxSe,-x system. The absorpt ion is found to depend on 
temperature and a decrease in the optica l energy gap is observed with increase 
in temperature A significant decrease in thermal diffusivity is found to occur at 
the glass transition temperature in all the samples studied . The results obtained 
form these high temperature studies are presented and discussed in detail in 
this chapter. 

Chapter 8 is the concluding chapter . It incorporates the overall conclusion of 
the work presented in the earlier chapter. The use of the PA technique as a 
powertul tool for the study of some of the important physical properties of 
chalcogenide glasses is emphasised. The importance and relevance of the study 
of composition dependent variation of such properties is highlighted on the basis 
of the contents of the thesis. Further scope of work in this directi on to investigate 
the opticai and thermal properties of other amorphous semiconductors using PA 
techn ique is discussed, 

Most of the results presented in the thesis have already been published in 
the form of about 10 papers in international journals recently . 

S.P.41. - MOOSAD, K.P.B. - Studies on me Nonll 
Optical Phenomen Optical Pha Conjugation n 
Continuous wave second harmonic Gen ration - 1989 
- Dr. V.P.N. N mpoorl. 

Nonlinear optice has emerged as a new area of physics following the development 
of various types of lasers. A number of advancements, both theoretical and 

experimental, have been made in the p 
the world. However, only few scientists h 
aspects of nonlinear optical phenomena 
report of an attempt made in this direct 

The· thesis contains the details of the 
has carried out in the past few years. C 
cont inuous wave (CW) second harmonic 
of nonlinear optics , developed only in ti" 
few exper iments on low power OPC in c 
making use of a Degenerate Four Wave 
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spectra, triplet lifetimes and saturation ir 
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Glass) using a dye solution as the nonl 

SHG is one of the most important of th 
effects, in view of its apllications. Atthoc 
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system for SHG in a ring dye laser, ma 
The tunable coherent ultraviolet beam 
for spectroscopic investigations. 

The thesis has been set in six cha 
CHAPTER is a general introduction to n< 
effects due to the second and third orde 
The derivation of an expression for non 

CHAPTER TWO is an account of DR 
transparent and absorbing media are e: 

CHAPTER THREE contains the details 
on a few low power saturable absorbers 
specific cases studied are the dyes eos 
in thin films of gelatin, polyvinyl alcohol (F 
of these systems in relation to their suitabf 
which inc lude the absorption spectra, flo 
saturation intensities . The absorption SpE 
samples do not absorb strongly at 514. 
films it does, indicating that the boric c 
working at the wavelength 514.5 nm of 
of the fluorescence emission is shown 
absorption in these films. However, the 
intensities were done by plotting tr 
curves . It was found that the transmissic 
irreversible damage is occuring to the d' 
therefore measured by repeatedly plottin 
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These meaurements were supported b 
also. A few studies of the fluorescencE 
which, though interesting, are not dirE 
described in the Appendix I. 

SECTION I OF THE CHAPTER FOUR 
the above samples. Phase conjugation 


